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in the first half of the twentieth century more than half of the world’s
Muslims lived under british imperial rule. this connection between
british colonialism and islam—especially in the case of india and the
Middle east—has been the focus of much research. but as Sebastian
Gottschalk points out, relatively little attention has been paid to the
relationship between european colonialism and islam in sub-
Saharan africa. in his case study, the author focuses on the Sokoto
caliphate, a powerful independent entity in West africa for much of
the nineteenth century, which was subjugated to british and German
rule. by comparing and contrasting the developments in northern
nigeria and kamerun, and embedding colonial practices on the
ground within Western academic and political discourses on islam,
Gottschalk aims to contribute to this growing field of research.

the study is based on files from the british and German colonial
offices (national archives in london and berlin) and the German ad -
ministration in kamerun (microfilm copies from the national archive
in Yaoundé). Unfortunately, Gottschalk was unable to access the files
of the british administration in nigeria. in addition, he draws on the
private papers of british colonials (held in the former Rhodes house
library, oxford) and publications by influential imperialists and
scholars (for example, Frederick lugard, kurt Strümpell, Paul Marty
and carl heinrich becker). this source selection allows an insight
into the ideas and expectations, as well as the decision-making pro -
cesses, of europeans colonial actors. but, as in so many studies on the
subject, the material makes it difficult to create a balanced picture that
also includes an african perspective, something Gottschalk himself
acknowledges and aims to correct by a thorough re-reading of the
sources. While the author rightly points out that missionary activity in
the area discussed was limited, mission societies had an enormous
influence on the debates on islam. had at least some missionaries’
voices from nigeria and kamerun been incorporated, a more vibrant
picture of local conditions and issues could have been created.

the book is firmly rooted in a cultural approach to colonial his -
tory and in the first content chapter provides an overview of the cur-
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rent state of research on Said’s orientalism and the debates on islam
in nineteenth-century europe. the most relevant aspect is the para-
doxical attitude of regarding islam as ‘backward’ compared to West -
ern christianity yet, as a monotheistic religion, more ‘civilized’ than
other non-christian belief systems. this made a formal racialized infe-
riority difficult to justify. hence colonials stressed that african Mus -
lims only ‘superficially’ embraced and understood islam, and thus
could justifiably be colonized. knowledge of sub-Saharan islamic
societies was primarily shaped by travellers to the region, whose
publications influenced decision-makers in london and berlin. this
focus on british and German discourses is somewhat lopsided: in
France, with its long and intensive engagement with african islam,
colonial knowledge and practices developed differently from how
they developed in Germany, and were especially distinct from british
colonialism, which was predominantly concerned with islam in india.
although Gottschalk acknowledges and references recent French
scholarship on the topic, he unfortunately does not use French pri-
mary sources, which would have allowed for a more balanced assess-
ment of this ‘european’ discourse.

in chapter three Gottschalk explores how this ‘orientalist’ knowl-
edge of islam influenced colonial conquest and subsequent rule in
West africa. both britain and Germany made the pragmatic decision
to follow a pattern of ‘indirect rule’ hoping to avoid costly military
campaigns. the ‘men on the spot’ regarded the Muslim rulers they
encountered as men they could do business with. however, arro-
gance and ignorance led to miscommunication and misunderstand-
ings, which turned the assertion of european power into a much
bloodier conflict than anticipated or militarily necessary. Yet the pub-
lic narrative of these campaigns omitted any details of this violence
and instead centred around the reciprocal respect shown between
britons/Germans and local Muslims, which differed significantly
from the image of colonial wars against other africans.

after the initial rush to bring as much territory under their control
as possible, britain and Germany ceased to act as colonial competi-
tors and began co-operating in the area as amicably as they did in
other parts of africa. Practices of ‘indirect rule’, which at the time
were theorized and celebrated as a particular british form of colonial
rule, were embraced by the German administration in north
kamerun even more thoroughly than by their british counterparts in



northern nigeria, and many pre-conquest structures, such as the
islamic court system, were kept intact. these observations and inspi-
rations taken from across the border are fascinating, but they are not
unusual. taking a wider perspective on ‘indirect rule’ and the use of
comparisons, for example, of German rule in Rwanda, would have
made clearer how far european attitudes towards islam, combined
with remoteness and lack of resources and manpower, made a less
direct power structure necessary. 

the challenges to european rule in africa are explored in chapter
four in the form of the Mahdi Movement in the anglo-egyptian
Sudan in 1906–7. here, several uprisings against colonial rule were
swiftly crushed by british forces, but left colonial authorities in north
africa concerned about the repercussions for their territories. Ger -
man and british administrators in north kamerun and northern
nigeria readjusted their views on african Muslims, distinguishing
now between useful ‘false’ Muslims and dangerous ‘real’ but fanati-
cal ones, with the latter located outside the colony. this outside
world is discussed again in chapter five, where Gottschalk explores
the im pact of the haj on West africa. like all colonial rulers, the
british in north ern nigeria and the Germans in north kamerun dis-
liked and distrusted the uncontrolled movement of colonial subjects,
and were often unsure how to handle pilgrims, especially upon their
return from Mecca. Reflecting their imperial global perspective,
british concerns centred around revolutionary, anti-colonial ideas or,
worse, agitators who might aim to infiltrate local society. German
worries were more concerned with the spread of diseases and the
local disruption of trade and tax.

the book’s final chapter is concerned with the impact of experi-
ences and practices of colonial rule on the metropole. in london,
events and conditions in northern nigeria were too peripheral and
too unimportant to change the general perspective on islam or on
Muslims in the british empire more specifically. the dominance of
india and egypt in academic, political, and public discourse allowed
little space for readjustments to include islam in africa. in berlin,
however, theorists and practitioners concerned with Germany’s colo-
nial ambitions and scholars of islam were grateful for unique and
first-hand accounts from West africa which were incorporated into
academic research and teaching. as already noted, the closing chap-
ter—and the entire book—would have benefited from the inclusion of
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a French perspective on islam and africa. France not only ruled over
most african Muslims but also had a long and deep colonial engage-
ment with West africa in particular. Gottschalk does acknowledge the
importance of French scholars, but fails to show the influence these
had on british and German discourses.

a further point of critique is the book’s misleading subtitle:
‘German and british rule in West africa, 1900–1914’. this undersells
the book’s geographic scope and timeframe. as mentioned above,
Gottschalk links events in northern nigeria and kamerun to wider
developments in the ‘Sudan’ and the haj pilgrimage to Mecca and,
impressively, is able to transcend a purely regional history. likewise,
at many points the book discusses events after 1914 as well as long-
term developments into the 1920s and 1930s. Showing these long-
term developments and continuities before and after the First World
War is, of course, welcome. however, it is rather puzzling that the
important shift in europe’s relationship with islam in the course of
the First World War is not discussed. not only did Muslims fight on
the side of both Germany and britain, but West africa became a the-
atre of war itself. the collapse of German colonial rule and the trans-
fer of power from Germany to britain in the cameroons, in particu-
lar, were undoubtedly significant for understanding subsequent
events.

While certain arguments in the book would merit further engage-
ment and exploration, Gottschalk’s work nonetheless represents an
important addition to the growing corpus of comparative colonial
studies. Readers will be grateful for the book’s clear structure, but
will also miss an index.

daniel Steinbach is a lecturer in Modern history at the Uni -
versity of exeter and specializes in comparative european colonial
history. his Ph.d. thesis, ‘colonials in conflict: the First World War
in british and German east africa’, dealt with the challenges caused
by the military conflict between the european colonizing powers and
their empires, and he is currently preparing a monograph on the war
in German east africa.
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